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HEY THERE. KELLI DUNHAM HERE. I'M A COMEDIAN AND A NURSE AND A NONBINARY MIDDLE-AGEDHEY THERE. KELLI DUNHAM HERE. I'M A COMEDIAN AND A NURSE AND A NONBINARY MIDDLE-AGED
QUEER WITH A --YOU'RE NEVER GONNA BELIEVE THIS--A TRAUMA HISTORY. I've been so luckyQUEER WITH A --YOU'RE NEVER GONNA BELIEVE THIS--A TRAUMA HISTORY. I've been so lucky
and privileged to have had access to therapy and education about ptsd and waysand privileged to have had access to therapy and education about ptsd and ways
to deal with the aftermath of trauma. and at the same time, i've found that thereto deal with the aftermath of trauma. and at the same time, i've found that there

are still some situations where i end up waaaaay more emotionally activated than iare still some situations where i end up waaaaay more emotionally activated than i
wanted to be. so i started looking for more tips and tricks to self-soothe. herewanted to be. so i started looking for more tips and tricks to self-soothe. here

are some of these tips!are some of these tips!  

  
I PUT TOGETHER THIS ZINE WITH HELP FROM A BIGGOLE BUNCH OF QUEERS INCLUDINGI PUT TOGETHER THIS ZINE WITH HELP FROM A BIGGOLE BUNCH OF QUEERS INCLUDING
FOLKS WHO MADE SUGGESTIONS AT A RECENT FIVE COLLEGE GENDER AND SEXUALITYFOLKS WHO MADE SUGGESTIONS AT A RECENT FIVE COLLEGE GENDER AND SEXUALITY

CONFERENCE AT HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE.CONFERENCE AT HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE.  
  

a reminder these tips aren't FOR THE HARDEST MOMENTS WHEN YOU'RE ACTIVELYa reminder these tips aren't FOR THE HARDEST MOMENTS WHEN YOU'RE ACTIVELY
TRIGGERED OR IN A spiral, none of this is a substitute for any kind ofTRIGGERED OR IN A spiral, none of this is a substitute for any kind of

professional healthcare. And also i know that some of these might seemprofessional healthcare. And also i know that some of these might seem
almost...laughable...in the face of the trauma symptoms you might bealmost...laughable...in the face of the trauma symptoms you might be

experiencing. but sometimes small steps have made a difference for me. Andexperiencing. but sometimes small steps have made a difference for me. And
sometimes taking any step at all has at least helped me feel in control ofsometimes taking any step at all has at least helped me feel in control of

something when everything else felt out of control.something when everything else felt out of control.  
  

i'm sorry you've had to deal with trauma. and i hope something you readi'm sorry you've had to deal with trauma. and i hope something you read
here is helpful. if you have suggestions for future editions or thoughts tohere is helpful. if you have suggestions for future editions or thoughts to

share, all my contact info is on the last page. hang in there.share, all my contact info is on the last page. hang in there.  

  



So what does self
soothing have to
do with trauma

exactly. Well you
probably 

know this already
but...



se
lf

 s
oothing

Lowers 
the 

volume



If radio dials aren't
your thing, because,

for example, you were
born after the time of

radios, well, maybe
think about a

thermometer for
metaphor reasons.

but probably not so much this
thermometer because this one
is a fundraising thermometer.
for a fundraiser that clearly

isn't doing that well., 



Who's the
expert 
on your

 life and your
 self-soothing? 

Answer:
FOR THE LOVE OF
MIKE YOU ARE!

Wherever you, well, that's where you
are. I mean, I guess that's obvious right?

But you can enhance whatever  self
soothing skills you have now.

 
And it's always handy to have

additional skills for those times when
your current skills get overwhelmed,

even if that's not super common.  



One way to think
about 

expanding your
skills is to think of

emotional 
self management

as a cookbook and
the different self-

soothing skills sets
as individual

recipes.

For example, I'm a pretty
good cook for let's say,

a church potluck in
Wisconsin. I'll make my

potroast and everyone
will be happy. 

Huh. 
Really?

 Everyone?

But I beg you 

in the name of all 
you call sacred 
please do not invite me 

to a raw vegan 
potluck

I can almost
guarantee
 that's not
happening.

I don't have the right recipes



For various 
reasons, even 

though 

I've got a lot of 
recipes/skills

 to deal with family of
origin stuff. 

my family situation is
pretty bananas...

OMG
every time i
deal with

the ...

i think "damn, 
i gotta develop

 some better self soothing skills,
i don't have the right recipes."

 



Think about the places or situations where your self
soothing skills sometimes get overwhelmed... 

family
family
family

romantic
relationships

work
what

do 

they have 

in

common?

physical

locations?

how they

make you

feel?

sometimes finding a skill /recipe
that works in a similar situation can

help you expand skills
 into new areas



this shit is hard. 
and cats are cute. 

so i'd like you to meet 
sauce the cat.

 who is 
gonna introduce each 

self soothing tip.
you got it from here

boss?  

boss. i like the 
sound of that.
yeah i got it.

we'll 
get through
this together

y'all. 



self soothing tip # 1

 
--ASMR

--funny folks going 
through their daily life

--dancing families
(save to your phone in advance)  

Use TikTok to get through
 a difficult 
few minutes:



already have an activity that you use for
self-soothing?  brainstorm with friends
to figure out a way to make it portable. .

self soothing tip # 2

seriously. i've seen 
bears knitting 
in bars lately. um. 

okay?.



 Temporarily
distract yourself

with sudoko and/or
word games

self soothing tip # 3

Workshop
participant

thanked the
Therapy For
Black Girls

Podcast for this
suggestion!

PROTIP: YOU'LL WANT TO PRACTICE WHEN YOU'RE
NOT FEELING SUPER ESCALATED TO FIGURE OUT

WHICH KIND OF DISTRACTO-PUZZLE WORKS FOR YOU



self soothing tip # 4
Distract with phone games or

anything you use to create your
own world (eg animal crossing)



Plan ahead-if you
know there's a

hard date/event
coming up, ask

friends to send you
little encouraging
notes to have in
your literal or
metaphorical

pocket!

self soothing tip #5 



self soothing tip # 6

Make a gratitude list. 
 

sometimes this can backfire

-like wth do i feel bad when i have so

much to feel grateful for?  and

sometimes there is a dominant culture

focus on gn gratitude that is just a

form of guilt mongering. if making a

gratitude list makes you feel terrible,
def don't do it!

 



think about a time you dealt with a triggerthink about a time you dealt with a trigger
in a way that you helped you turn downin a way that you helped you turn down

the volume on your reactions.the volume on your reactions.

  imagine yourselfimagine yourself
  doing that again.doing that again.

  

self soothing tip # 7

So. U
m 

carto
on c

ats
 

are p
art

 o
f t

his now? 

Rea
ll

y?
 



play air guitar

it is very hard to be enveloped in

anger, etc when you are playing air

guitar

self soothing tip # 8

can you believe they

make clip art of a

silhouetted lesbian

playing air guitar? 

YES. 

100 PERCENT

 I CAN BELIEVE THIS



SKIP PARTS OF YOUR BODY
THAT MIGHT MAKE YOU MORE

TRIGGERED. IF YOU END UP
JUST TENSING AND RELAXING
YOUR RIGHT THUMB, WELL,

JUST TENSE AND RELAX THAT
THUMB VERY THOROUGHLY! 

self soothing tip # 9

tense and THEN 
relax EACH muscle. 



self soothing tip # 10

REMIND YOURSELF: these strong
feelings are just information. they
aren't good, they aren't bad (even

if they feel really bad)
 they just are 



take a few deep breaths.

self soothing tip # 11

deep breathing communicates to your brain 
 "hey everything is okay"

in through your nose
out through your mouth

okay enough to pick
 up a guitar and sing

 a 80s power ballad? 
Hard to say.



self soothing tip # 12
do a

 word 
find!

OBVIOUSLY we don't think trauma 

work is bullshit.  But it's hard, 

and it's okay to say 

that!! You're not doing it 

wrong just

 because it's hard!!!



self soothing tip # 13

count bacKWARD FROM 100count bacKWARD FROM 100count bacKWARD FROM 100

I think they 
get the idea



self soothing tip # 14

CHECK YOUR JAW-

IS IT CLENCHED? 

UNCLENCH IT! 

  is
 this rea

lly

 nec
es

sary?

 ( if you want )



self soothing tip # 15

-DRAW OUT THE STUFF 
THAT'S BOTHERING YOU 
OR HECK, JUST SCRIBBLE 

 

DRAW SOME SHIT

OR DRAW SOME CATS. 

CATS ARE SUPER FUN TO

DRAW



 
 

make a biggole 
PAPERCLIP

 CHAIN
 

self soothing tip # 16

it might soothe you a bitit might soothe you a bitit might soothe you a bit   
and then, if you needand then, if you needand then, if you need   

a paper clip,a paper clip,a paper clip,   
you'll always have a bunch!you'll always have a bunch!you'll always have a bunch!



self soothing tip # 17

ESSENTIAL OILS. sigh. i know. i know. 
you probably already tried 

essential oils. 

 
 

stereotype
 much?

But just in case. sometimes
smelling orange

 in the middle of the winter 
of a terrible Brooklyn winter

just might give you a little
room to pull out of an

otherwise all-encompassing
emotional spiral! 

yknow. speaking totally
theoretically of course. 

also why 

does that

orange lo
ok

so smug



self soothing tip # 18

IF YOU'RE FEELING FRUSTRATED WITH ALL THE
THINGS THAT TRIGGER YOU, REMIND YOURSELF
OF ALL THE THINGS THAT SCARE /WORRY ETC

OTHER PEOPLE THAT DON'T BOTHER YOU AT ALL. 
If you're a New Yorker, 
there might BE LITERALLY

 thousands of things

LIKE
EVERYTHING 
BUT TIMES
SQUARE



self soothing tip # 19
 Go back to the arts and crafts of yesteryear.

if you can find some that don't have negative
childhood/family memories associated with them.

REMEMBER 
LATCH-HOOK?

um, unless your

senior photo looks

 like this, you

probably don't

remember latch

hook.REQUIRES NO
 CRAFTY TALENT

REQUIRES NO THINKING
VERY REPETITIVE

CHEAP AF 
bonus. latch hook is

perfect for making cool-
looking ranbow rugs.

"c
ool"



self soothing tip # 20

PLAY! YEAH WITH ACTUAL TOYS. 
WE MIGHT HAVE MISSED IT AS KIDS...

THAT MAKES IT EXTRA FUN AS ADULTS
(SOMETIMES IT DOES. TRY IT AND SEE HOW IT WORKS FOR YOU)

BONUS: WE
SOMETIMES

 HAVE ACCESS TO 
BETTER TOYS AS

ADULTS....

I GET THE LEGO BUT
WHY ARE SO MANY

PLASTIC CATS VISITING
LEGO SESAME STREET?

IT'S EMBARRASSING.
 



self soothing tip # 21

KEEP AROUND PHYSICAL PHOTOS THAT MAKE YOU
FEEL SOMETHING...DIFFERENT.

A CUTE ANIMAL THAT ISN'T TERRIBLY
IMPACTED BY CLIMATE CHANGE

A SELFIE 
AT
 A 

NICE MOMENT

SOMEONE YOU
LOVE IN AN

UNCOMPLICATED
WAY.

MAYBE A PET?

PATTERNS PATTERNS
PATTERNSOR SOMEONE ELSE'S PET?



self soothing tip #22

(PHYSICAL PHOTOS PART 2)

SPONSOR YOUR OWN CAPTION CONTEST. 
WITH YOURSELF. OR OTHER FOLKS!



self soothing tip # 23

Through The Day
Trying 

Queer Person
To Get

Just

CUT OUT
APPLY TO 
TEE SHIRT.
THE ONE
YOU'RE

WEARING



self soothing tip # 24

YOUTUBE PLAYLISTS
-SNL MUSICAL PARODIES

-QUEER ANTHEMS FROM WHEN YOU CAME OUT
-OUT-TAKES OF POP CULTURE 

COMEDY YOU LIKE
-BUBBLE GUM POP

-BACKGROUND NOISE APPS/ CHANNELS
-CHANNELS MADE FOR ANIMALS

 (EG CAT TV)

THE POSSIBILITIES
ARE ENDLESS.

 
 
 
 

REALLY. YOUTUBE.

PLAYLISTS. ALL THE 
PLAYLISTS



WHAT

REGULAR OL'

JOKE 

MAKES 

YOU LAUGH? 

self soothing tip # 25
exposure yourself to STUFF THAT MAKES YOU LAUGH

WHAT MADE YOU LAUGH WHEN YOU WERE A KID?
WHO MADE YOU LAUGH WHEN YOU WERE A KID?

 WHAT
MAKES YOU

LAUGH
NOW?

WHO MAKES
YOU LAUGH

NOW?

WOULD YOU LIKE
TO SMELL

THE BOTTLE CAP? 

THE MUPPET

MOVIE, 19
79

ALW
AYS MAKES

KELLI 
LAUGH. 

FOR 40 YEARS 



DESIGN YOUR OWN IRONIC
MOTIVATIONAL POSTER

self soothing tip # 26

DESIGN 
YOUR 

OWN IRONIC
MOTIVATIONAL

 TEE SHIRT

IT'
S 

LIK
E R

AIN.
..O

N 

YO
UR W

ED
DING

 D
AY

C'M
ON 

EV
ER

YO
NE

 

SIN
G



self soothing tip #27

CELEBRATE EVERY SINGLE VICTORY...

NO MATTER HOW
SMALL...



self soothing tip # 29

THINK OF YOUR 
SILLIEST 
MOMENT.

WHAT COULD 
RECREATE that

SILLINESS RIGHT NOW?



GOT SUGGESTIONS
FOR THE NEXT

EDITION?
WANT TO HAVE KELLI
VISIT YOUR COLLEGE
SCHOOL OR LLAMA

FARM?
KELLIDUNHAM@GMAIL.COM

TEXT 215.964.1963
WWW.KELLIDUNHAM.COM


